Picture Day Schedule for
January 15th
Please show up READY TO GO in described costume about 10 minutes BEFORE
time allotted. Please notify Shuffles if you can’t make it, rescheduled with Total
Image or are planning on coming for individuals at the end.
(Contact Kassie at 715-754-2175 to reschedule)

You will notice, there is only one type of dance listed for combo classes (ages 2-10
tap ballet (jazz) classes). The style listed is the costume sheet you will refer to for
picture day. You can take individuals in whatever shoes & accessories you wish,
but the group picture will be taken in style described below. If you are in a class
that isn’t listed (ie: your dancer is only in 9-10 ballet), please show up at your
combo classes allotted time (ie: I am only in 9-10 ballet, but my class is taking
their pictures at 10am in their jazz costumes, so I am going to show up in costume
at 10am)
NUMBER ONE FORGOTTEN THING ON PICTURE DAY IS DANCE SHOES!!! DON’T
FORGET TO PACK YOUR DANCE BAG!

9:00am
- Mini Maxx Ballet
- 2-3-year-old Mon. ballet

- 9-10 year old hip hop

9:30am
- 3-4 year old Tuesday Ballet
- 11 – 18 year old lyrical

- Mini Maxx Tap

10:00am
- 6 year old Tuesday Ballet

- 9 - 10 year old jazz

- 11 – 18 year old jazz

- Pointe

10:30am
- 5 year old Tuesday Ballet

- 5-6 year old hip hop

- Maxx Jazz

- 11-18 year old ballet

11:00am
- Middle Maxx Ballet

- Boys Hip Hop

- Maxx Tap

- 7-8 year old jazz

11:30am
- 7-8 year old hip hop

- Middle Maxx Tap

- 11-18 year old hip hop

- Maxx lyrical

-

Maxx Contemp

12:00am
- Middle Maxx Hip Hop
-

Maxx Ballet

- Maxx Hip Hop

